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Student Handout 10.9 Cuban Missile Crisis Teacher Key 

Paragraph 2, First Chain of Events 

In the second sentence, who is “we”? _the US_ 

In the fourth sentence, what does “this” refer to? What will the US have to do? _arm planes and allow pilots to 

fire back if they are fired upon_ 

Vocabulary Key 

Verbs in the past in the present in the future 

continues   X   

have received X     

was shot down X     

is demanding   X   

arm     X 

respond     X 

will have to do     X 

(if) start to fire     X 

will start     X 

will be     X 
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Graphic Organizer Key 

  

... an unarmed American plane _was shot down__ 

The military _is demanding_ that the president _arm_such planes and _respond_ to fire with fire. 

The US government _will have to do_ this. 

But if we _start to fire_ in response 

a chain reaction _will quickly start_ that _will be_ very hard to stop 

Paragraph 2, Second Chain of Events 

Vocabulary Key 

Verb in the past in the present in the future 

is determined to get 

rid 

  X   

pose   X   

might suffer     X 

will undoubtedly 

respond 

    X 

will begin     X 

will die     X 

want to avoid   X   
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can   X   

[a]m   X   

has   X   

  

Graphic Organizer Key 

The USA government _is determined_ those bases — up to, in the extreme case, of bombing them 

since, I repeat, they _pose_ a great threat to the security of the USA. 

But in response to the bombing of these bases, in the course of which Soviet specialists _might suffer_ , 

the Soviet government __will undoubtedly respond__ with the same against us, somewhere in Europe. 

A real war _will begin_, 

in which millions of Americans and Russians _will die_ 

We _want to avoid_ that any way we _can_, 

I'_m_ sure that the government of the USSR _has_ the same wish. 

  

Paragraph 3the government of the USSR ____ the same wish. 

In the first sentence of the paragraph 5, what does “that question” refer to? _removing US missile bases in 

Turkey_ 

  

Graphic Organizer Key 

 

United States (R. Kennedy) Soviet Union (Dobrynin) 
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“The most important thing for us,” R. Kennedy 

stressed, "is to get as soon as possible 

the agreement of the Soviet government to 

_halt_ further work on the construction of the 

_missile bases in Cuba_ ..... 

In exchange the government of the USA is 

ready, in addition to _repealing_ all measures 

on the ‘_quarantine_,' 

"And what about _Turkey_?" I asked R. 

Kennedy. 

 

to give the assurances that there will _not_ be 

any _invasion of Cuba_ 

 

President Kennedy is ready to come to agree 

on that question with N.S. Khrushchev, too. I 

think that in order to _withdraw these bases 

from Turkey_," R. Kennedy said, “we need 

four to five months.  

 

However, the president can't _say anything 

public_ in this regard about Turkey," 

 

 


